Course Material
Name of the Course

:

Kinematics of Machines (KOM)

Name of the Unit

:

Unit-I: Introduction to links, pairs and chains

Name of the Topic

:

Links, pairs and chains

 Objectives:
To understand the basic components and layout of linkages in the assembly of a system
/ machine
 Outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, Students should be able to understand the
basics of mechanism


Pre-requisites: Basic knowledge in Engineering Mechanics



Pre-test MCQs:
1. What is not the condition for the equilibrium in three dimensional system of
axis?
a) ∑Fx=0
b) ∑Fy=0
c) ∑Fz=0
d) ∑F≠0
Answer: d
2. We first make equilibrium equations and then the free body diagram and then
solve the question.
a) True
b) False
Answer: b
3. If solving the question in 3D calculations is difficult, then use the 2D system and
then equate the total net force to zero.
a) True
b) False
Answer: a
4. The tendency of rotation of the body along any axis is also called ___________
a) Moment of inertia
b) Moment of couple
c) Torque
d) Force
Answer: c

5. The moment of the force is the product of the force and the perpendicular
distance of the axis and the point of action of the force.
a) True
b) False
Answer: a
6. The basic type of motion of a body is translation motion only.
a) True
b) False
Answer: b
7. The simplification of the couple is done on the basis of the ______________
a) The clockwise of the anti-clockwise rotation sign convention
b) The simplification is not possible
c) The couple is a vector and thus can’t be simplified
d) The couple is a scalar and can’t be simplified
Answer: a
8. Free body diagrams don’t play any role in making the calculations on the
conditions of the equilibrium of the body.
a) True
b) False
Answer: b
9. What does Newton’s second law states?
a) The rate of change of momentum is equal to the force applied
b) For every reaction, there is an opposite reaction
c) The body is tend to be rotated if the force is applied tangentially
d) The body is rest until a force is applied
Answer: a

Theory behind:
Kinematic Link or Element
Each part of a machine, which moves relative to some other part, is known as a
kinematic link (or simply link) or element. A link may consist of several parts, which
are rigidly fastened together, so that they do not move relative to one another.
Types of Links
In order to transmit motion, the driver and the follower may be connected by the
following three types of links :
1. Rigid link. A rigid link is one which does not undergo any deformation while
transmitting motion. Strictly speaking, rigid links do not exist. However, as the
deformation of a connecting rod, crank etc. of a reciprocating steam engine is not
appreciable, they can be considered as rigid links.

2. Flexible link. A flexible link is one which is partly deformed in a manner not to affect
the transmission of motion. For example, belts, ropes, chains and wires are flexible links
and transmit tensile forces only.
3. Fluid link. A fluid link is one which is formed by having a fluid in a receptacle and
the
motion is transmitted through the fluid by pressure or compression only, as in the case
of hydraulic presses, jacks and brakes.
Structure
It is an assemblage of a number of resistant bodies (known as members) having no
relative motion between them and meant for carrying loads having straining action. A
railway bridge, a roof truss, machine frames etc., are the examples of a structure
Kinematic Pair
The two links or elements of a machine, when in contact with each other, are said to
form a pair. If the relative motion between them is completely or successfully
constrained (i.e. in a definite direction), the pair is known as kinematic pair.
Types of Constrained Motions
Following are the three types of constrained motions :
1. Completely constrained motion. When the motion between a pair is limited to a
definite direction irrespective of the direction of force applied, then the motion is said to
be a completely constrained motion. For example, the piston and cylinder (in a steam
engine) form a pair and the motion of the piston is limited to a definite direction (i.e. it
will only reciprocate) relative to the cylinder irrespective of the direction of motion of
the crank.
2. Incompletely constrained motion. When the motion between a pair can take place in
morethan one direction, then the motion is called an incompletely constrained motion.
The change in thedirection of impressed force may alter the direction of relative motion
between the pair. A circular baror shaft in a circular hole, as shown in Fig. 5.4, is an
example of an incompletely constrained motionas it may either rotate or slide in a hole.
These both motions have no relationship with the other.
3. Successfully constrained motion. When the motion between the elements, forming a
pair,issuch that the constrained motion is not completed by itself, but by some other
means, then the motionis said to be successfully constrained motion. Consider a shaft in
a foot-step bearing The shaft may rotate in a bearing or it may move upwards. This is a
case of incompletely constrainedmotion. But if the load is placed on the shaft to prevent
axial upward movement of the shaft,then the motion of the pair is said to be
successfully constrained motion.
Classification of Kinematic Pairs
The kinematic pairs may be classified according to the following considerations :

1. According to the type of relative motion between the elements. The kinematic pairs
according to type of relative motion between the elements may be classified as
discussed below:
(a) Sliding pair. When the two elements of a pair are connected in such a way that one
can only slide relative to the other, the pair is known as a sliding pair. The piston and
cylinder, cross-head and guides of a reciprocating steam engine, ram and its guides in
shaper, tail stock on the lathe bed etc. are the examples of a sliding pair. A little
consideration will show, that a sliding pair has a completely constrained motion.
(b) Turning pair. When the two elements of a pair are connected in such a way that one
can only turn or revolve about a fixed axis of another link, the pair is known as turning
pair. A shaft with collars at both ends fitted into a circular hole, the crankshaft in a
journal bearing in an engine, lathe spindle supported in head stock, cycle wheels
turning over their axles etc. are the examples of a turning pair. A turning pair also has a
completely constrained motion.
(c) Rolling pair. When the two elements of a pair are connected in such a way that one
rolls over another fixed link, the pair is known as rolling pair. Ball and roller bearings
are examples of rolling pair.
(d) Screw pair. When the two elements of a pair are connected in such a way that one
element can turn about the other by screw threads, the pair is known as screw pair. The
lead screw of a lathe with nut, and bolt with a nut are examples of a screw pair.
(e) Spherical pair. When the two elements of a pair are connected in such a way that one
element (with spherical shape) turns or swivels about the other fixed element, the pair
formed is called a spherical pair. The ball and socket joint, attachment of a car mirror,
pen stand etc., are the examples of a spherical pair.
2. According to the type of contact between the elements. The kinematic pairs according
to the type of contact between the elements may be classified as discussed below :
(a) Lower pair. When the two elements of a pair have a surface contact when relative
motion takes place and the surface of one element slides over the surface of the other,
the pair formed is known as lower pair. It will be seen that sliding pairs, turning pairs
and screw pairs form lower pairs.
(b) Higher pair. When the two elements of a pair have a line or point contact when
relative motion takes place and the motion between the two elements is partly turning
and partly sliding,then the pair is known as higher pair. A pair of friction discs, toothed
gearing, belt and rope drives, ball and roller bearings and cam and follower are the
examples of higher pairs.
3. According to the type of closure. The kinematic pairs according to the type of closure
between the elements may be classified as discussed below :
(a) Self closed pair. When the two elements of a pair are connected together
mechanically in such a way that only required kind of relative motion occurs, it is then
known as self closed pair. The lower pairs are self closed pair.
(b) Force - closed pair. When the two elements of a pair are not connected mechanically
but are kept in contact by the action of external forces, the pair is said to be a force-

closed pair. The cam and follower is an example of force closed pair, as it is kept in
contact by the forces exerted by spring and gravity.
Kinematic Chain
When the kinematic pairs are coupled in such a way that the last link is joined to the
first link to transmit definite motion (i.e. completely or successfully constrained motion),
it is
called a kinematic chain. In other words, a kinematic chain may be defined as a
combination of kinematic pairs, joined in such a way that each link forms a part of two
pairs and the relative motion between the links or elements is completely or
successfully
constrained. For example, the crankshaft of an engine forms a kinematic pair with the
bearings which are fixed in a pair, the connecting rod with the crank forms a second
kinematic pair, the piston with the connecting rod forms a third pair and the piston
with the cylinder forms a fourth pair. The total combination of these links is a kinematic
chain. If each link is assumed to form two pairs with two adjacent links, then the
relation between the number of pairs ( p) forming a kinematic chain and the number of
links ( l ) may be expressed in the form of an equation :
l = 2 p – 4 . . . (i)
Since in a kinematic chain each link forms a part of two pairs, therefore there will be as
many links as the number of pairs.
Mechanism
When one of the links of a kinematic chain is fixed, the chain is known as mechanism. It
may be used for transmitting or transforming motion e.g. engine indicators, typewriter
etc.A mechanism with four links is known as simple mechanism, and the mechanism
with morethan four links is known as compound mechanism. When a mechanism is
required to transmit poweror to do some particular type of work, it then becomes a
machine. In such cases, the various links orelements have to be designed to withstand
the forces (both static and kinetic) safely.
Inversion of Mechanism
We have already discussed that when one of links is fixed in a kinematic chain, it is
called a mechanism. So we can obtain as many mechanisms as the number of links in a
kinematic chain by fixing, in turn, different links in a kinematic chain. This method of
obtaining different mechanisms by fixing different links in a kinematic chain, is known
as inversion of the mechanism.
Types of Kinematic Chains

The most important kinematic chains are those which consist of four lower pairs, each
pair being a sliding pair or a turning pair. The following three types of kinematic chains
with four lower pairs are important from the subject point of view :
1. Four bar chain or quadric cyclic chain,
2. Single slider crank chain, and
3. Double slider crank chain.
Four Bar Chain or Quadric Cycle Chain
We have already discussed that the kinematic chain is a combination of four or more
kinematic pairs, such that the relative motion between the links or elements is
completely constrained. The simplest and the basic kinematic chain is a four bar chain
or quadric cycle chain. It consists of four links, each of them forms a turning pair at A, B,
C and D. The four links may be of different lengths. According to Grashof ’s law for a
four bar mechanism, the sum of the shortest and longest link lengths should not be
greater than the sum of the remaining two link lengths if there is to be continuous
relative motion between the two links.
Inversions of Four Bar Chain
Though there are many inversions of the four bar chain, yet the following are important
from the subject point of view :
1. Beam engine (crank and lever mechanism).
A part of the mechanism of a beam engine (also known as crank and lever mechanism)
which consists of four links, is shown in Fig. 5.19. In this mechanism, when the crank
rotates about the fixed centreA, the lever oscillates about a fixed centreD. The end E of
the lever CDE is connected to a piston rod which reciprocates due to the rotation of the
crank. In other words, the purpose of this mechanism is to convert rotary motion into
reciprocating motion.

2. Coupling rod of a locomotive (Double crank mechanism). The mechanism of a
coupling rod of a locomotive (also known as double crank mechanism) which consists
of four links, is shown in Fig. 5.20. In this mechanism, the links AD and BC (having
equal length) act as cranks and are connected to the respective wheels. The link CD acts
as a coupling rod and the link AB is fixed in order to maintain a constant centre to
centre distance between them. This mechanism is meant for transmitting rotary motion
from one wheel to the other wheel.
3. Watt’s indicator mechanism (Double lever mechanism). A *Watt’s indicator
mechanism (also known as Watt's straight line mechanism or double lever mechanism)
which consists of four links, is shown in Fig. 5.21. The four links are : fixed link at A,
link AC, link CE and link BFD. It may be noted that BF and FD form one link because
these two parts have no relative motion between them. The links CE and BFD act as
levers. The displacement of the link BFD is directly proportional to the pressure of gas
or steam which acts on the indicator plunger. On any small displacement of the
mechanism, the tracing point E at the end of the link CE traces out approximately a
straight line. The initial position of the mechanism is shown in Fig. 5.21 by full lines
whereas the dotted lines show the position of the mechanism when the gas or steam
pressure acts on the indicator plunger.

Single Slider Crank Chain
A single slider crank chain is a modification of the basic four bar chain. It consist of one
sliding pair and three turning pairs. It is,usually, found in reciprocating steam engine
mechanism. This type of mechanism converts rotary motion into reciprocating motion
and vice versa. In a single slider crank chain, as shown in Fig. 5.22, the links 1 and 2,

links 2 and 3, and links 3 and 4 form three turning pairs while the links 4 and 1 form a
sliding pair.

The link 1 corresponds to the frame of the engine, which is fixed. The link 2 corresponds
to the crank ; link 3 corresponds to the connecting rod and link 4 corresponds to crosshead. As the crank rotates, the cross-head reciprocates in the guides and thus the piston
reciprocates in the cylinder.
Klien’s Construction
Let OC be the crank and PC the connecting rod of a reciprocating steam engine, as
shown in Fig. 15.2 (a). Let the crank makes an angle _ with the line of stroke PO and
rotates with uniform angular velocity _ rad/s in a clockwise direction. The Klien’s
velocity and acceleration diagrams are drawn as discussed below:

Klien’s velocity diagram
First of all, draw OM perpendicular to OP; such that it intersects the line PC produced
at M.
The triangle OCM is known as Klien’s velocity diagram. In this triangle OCM,
OM may be regarded as a line perpendicular to PO,
CM may be regarded as a line parallel to PC, and ...(_It is the same line.)
CO may be regarded as a line parallel to CO.
Klien’s acceleration diagram
The Klien’s acceleration diagramis drawn as discussed below:
1. First of all, draw a circlewith C as centre and CM as radius.
2. Draw another circle withPC as diameter. Let this circle intersectthe previous circle at
K and L.
3. Join KL and produce it tointersect PO at N. Let KL intersectPC at Q. This forms the
quadrilateralCQNO, which is known as Klien’sacceleration diagram.
We have already discussedthat the acceleration diagram for the given configuration is
as shown in Fig. 15. 2 (c). We know that
(i) o'c' represents COra(i.e. radial component of the acceleration of crank pin C with
respectto O ) and is parallel to CO;
(ii) c'xrepresents PCra(i.e. radial component of the acceleration of crosshead or piston
Pwith respect to crank pin C) and is parallel to CP or CQ;
(iii) xp' represents PCta(i.e. tangential component of the acceleration of P with respect to
C )and is parallel to QN (because QN is perpendicular to CQ); and
(iv) o'p' represents aPO (i.e. acceleration of P with respect to O or the acceleration of
pistonP) and is parallel to PO or NO.
Aplications:
1. Designing and analyzing the mechanisms in machineries
MCQ – Post test:
1. When the nature of contact between the element of a pair is such that it can only
slide relative to the other, the pair is known as a
a) screw pair
b) spherical pair
c) turning pair
d) sliding pair
2. When the nature of contact between the element of a pair is such that one
element can turn abut the other by screw threads, the pair is known as a
a) screw pair

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

b) spherical pair
c) turning pair
d) sliding pair
Which of the following is an example of sliding pair?
a) Piston and cylinder of a reciprocating steam engine
b) Shaft with collars at both ends fitted into a circular hole
c) Lead screw of a lathe with nut
d) Ball and a socket joint
Which of the following is an open pair?
a) Ball and socket joint
b) Journal bearing
c) Lead screw and nut
d) Cam and follower
The lead screw of a lathe with nut forms a
a) rolling pair
b) sliding pair
c) screw pair
d) turning pair
When the two elements of a pair have _____________ when in motion, it is said
to a lower pair.
a) line or point contact
b) surface contact
c) permit relative motion
d) none of the mentioned
The two elements of a pair are said to form a ___________ when they permit
relative motion between them.
a) open pair
b) kinematic pair
c) higher pair
d) lower pair
A combination of kinematic pairs, joined in such a way that the relative motion
between the links is completely constrained, is called a
a) structure
b) mechanism
c) kinematic chain
d) inversion

9. The relation between number of pairs(p) forming a kinematic chain and the
number of links(l) is
a) l = 2p – 2
b) l = 2p – 3
c) l = 2p – 4
d) l = 2p – 5
10. Which of the following is a higher pair?
a) Belt and pulley
b) Turning pair
c) Screw pair
d) Sliding pair
11. The cam and follower is an example of
a) sliding pair
b) rolling pair
c) lower pair
d) higher pair
12. The relation between the number of links(l) and the number of binary joints(j) for
a kinematic chain having constrained motion is given by j = 3/2 (l – 2). If the left
hand side of this equation is greater than the right hand side, then the chain is
a) locked chain
b) completely constrained chain
c) successfully constrained chain
d) incompletely constrained chain
13. In a steam engine, the link constitutes a
a) piston, piston rod and cross-head
b) connecting rod with big and small end brasses, caps and bolts
c) crank pin, crankshaft and flywheel
d) all of the mentioned
14. A mechanism ______________ for transmitting or transforming motion.
a) can be used
b) can not be used
c) both of the mentioned
d) none of the mentioned
15. When one of the links of a kinematic chain is fixed, the chain is known as a
a) structure
b) mechanism

c) inversion
d) machine
16. Which of the following statement is correct as regard to the difference between a
machine and a structure?
a) The parts of a machine move relative to one another, whereas the members of
a structure do not move relative to one another.
b) The links of a machine may transmit both power and motion, whereas the
members of a structure transmit forces only.
c) A machine transforms the available energy into some useful work, whereas in
a structure no energy is transformed into useful work.
d) all of the mentioned
17. In a four bar chain or quadric cycle chain
a) each of the four pairs is a turning pair
b) one is a turning pair and three are sliding pairs
c) two are turning pairs and two are sliding pairs
d) three are turning pairs and one is a sliding pair
18. In which of the following cases Klein’s construction can be used?
a) Crank has a uniform angular velocity
b) Crank has a uniform angular acceleration
c) Lever has a uniform angular acceleration
d) When the motion is SHM
19. When the acceleration of the piston is 0, then the velocity is _____
a) Maximum
b) Minimum
c) Negative
d) Half the maximum
20. A Piston will remain in equilibrium if ________
a) Inertia force is applied in the same direction to the resultant force
b) Inertia force is applied in the direction opposite to the resultant force
c) Inertia force is applied in the direction Perpendicular to the resultant force
d) Inertia force is applied in the direction Parallel to the resultant force
Conclusion
Design of machine elements need the basic knowledge in link, pair and
mechanisms. A mechanism which involves several linkages is mandatory as far

as a machine is concerned hence, this chapter provides a wide knowledge on
designing the mechanism.
Demo Videos
1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ao6GA7-mmjc
2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KBFFwgCCP0U
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Assignments
1. Explain the inversions of four bar chain.
2. Explain Kliens construction with suitable sketches
3. The crank and connecting rod of a reciprocating engine are 200 mm and 700mm
respectively. The crank is rotating in clockwise direction at 120 rad/s. Find with
the help of Klein’s construction: 1. Velocity and acceleration of the piston, 2.
Velocity and acceleration of the mid point of the connecting rod, and 3. Angular
velocity and angular acceleration of the connecting rod, at the instant when the
crank is at 30° to I.D.C. (inner dead centre).
4. If the crank and the connecting rod are 300 mm and 1 m long respectively and
the crank rotates at a constant speed of 200 r.p.m., determine:1. The crank angle
at which the maximum velocity occurs, and 2. Maximum velocity of the piston.
5. The crank and connecting rod of a steam engine are 0.3 m and 1.5 m in length.
The crank rotates at 180 r.p.m. clockwise. Determine the velocity and acceleration
of the piston when the crank is at 40 degrees from the inner dead centre position.
Also determine the position of the crank for zero acceleration of the piston.
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Introduction and design of cams



Objectives:
1. To understand the basics, types and purpose of cams and followers
2. To design different types of cams



Outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, Students should be able to
Develop CAM profiles for various mechanisms.



Pre-requisites: Basic knowledge in Engineering Mechanics



Pre-test MCQs:
10. What is not the condition for the equilibrium in three dimensional system of
axis?
a) ∑Fx=0
b) ∑Fy=0
c) ∑Fz=0
d) ∑F≠0
Answer: d
11. We first make equilibrium equations and then the free body diagram and then
solve the question.
a) True
b) False
Answer: b
12. If solving the question in 3D calculations is difficult, then use the 2D system and
then equate the total net force to zero.
a) True
b) False
Answer: a
13. The tendency of rotation of the body along any axis is also called ___________
a) Moment of inertia
b) Moment of couple
c) Torque

d) Force
Answer: c
14. The moment of the force is the product of the force and the perpendicular
distance of the axis and the point of action of the force.
a) True
b) False
Answer: a
15. The basic type of motion of a body is translation motion only.
a) True
b) False
Answer: b
16. The simplification of the couple is done on the basis of the ______________
a) The clockwise of the anti-clockwise rotation sign convention
b) The simplification is not possible
c) The couple is a vector and thus can’t be simplified
d) The couple is a scalar and can’t be simplified
Answer: a
17. Free body diagrams don’t play any role in making the calculations on the
conditions of the equilibrium of the body.
a) True
b) False
Answer: b
18. What does Newton’s second law states?
a) The rate of change of momentum is equal to the force applied
b) For every reaction, there is an opposite reaction
c) The body is tend to be rotated if the force is applied tangentially
d) The body is rest until a force is applied
Answer: a

Theory behind:
A cam is a rotating machine element which gives reciprocating or oscillating motion to
another element known as follower. The cam and the follower have a line contact and
constitute a higher pair. The cams are usually rotated at uniform speed by a shaft, but
the follower motion is predetermined and will be according to the shape of the cam.
Classification of Followers
The followers may be classified as discussed below :
(a) Knife edge follower.
(b) Roller follower
(c) Flat faced or mushroom follower
(d) Spherical faced follower

Classification of cams
1. Radial or disc cam. In radial cams, the follower reciprocates or oscillates in a
direction perpendicular to
the cam axis.
1. Cylindrical cam.:In cylindrical cams, the follower reciprocates or oscillates in a
direction parallel to the cam axis. The follower rides in a groove at its cylindrical
surface.
Terms Used in Radial Cams
1. Base circle. It is the smallest circle that can be drawn to the cam profile.
2. Trace point. It is a reference point on the follower and is used to generate the pitch
curve. In case of knife edge follower, the knife edge represents the trace point and the
pitch curve corresponds to the cam profile. In a roller follower, the centre of the roller
represents the trace point.
3. Pressure angle. It is the angle between the direction of the follower motion and a
normal to the pitch curve. This angle is very important in designing a cam profile. If the
pressure angle is too large, a reciprocating follower will jam in its bearings.
4. Pitch point. It is a point on the pitch curve having the maximum pressure angle.
5. Pitch circle. It is a circle drawn from the centre of the cam through the pitch points.
6. Pitch curve. It is the curve generated by the trace point as the follower moves relative
to the cam. For a knife edge follower, the pitch curve and the cam profile are same
whereas for a roller follower, they are separated by the radius of the roller.
7. Prime circle. It is the smallest circle that can be drawn from the centre of the cam and
tangent to the pitch curve. For a knife edge and a flat face follower, the prime circle and
the base circle are identical. For a roller follower, the prime circle is larger than the base
circle by the radius of the roller.
8. Lift or stroke. It is the maximum travel of the follower from its lowest position to the
topmost position.

Motion of the Follower
The follower, during its travel, may have one of the following motions.
1. Uniform velocity,
2. Simple harmonic motion,
3. Uniform acceleration and retardation, and
4. Cycloidal motion.
Displacement, Velocity and Acceleration Diagrams when the Follower Moves with
Uniform Velocity
The displacement, velocity and acceleration diagrams when a knife-edged follower
moves with uniform velocity are shown in Fig. The abscissa (base) represents the time
(i.e. the number of seconds required for the cam to complete one revolution) or it may
represent the angular displacement of the cam in degrees. The ordinate represents the
displacement, or velocity or acceleration of the follower.
Since the follower moves with uniform velocity during its rise and return stroke,
therefore the slope of the displacement curves must be constant. In other words, AB
1 and C 1 D must be straight lines. A little consideration will show that the follower
remains at rest during part of the cam rotation. The periods during which the follower
remains at rest are known as dwell periods, as shown by lines B 1 C 1 and DE in Fig. we
see that the acceleration or retardation of the follower at the beginning and at the end of
each stroke is infinite. This is due to the fact that the follower is required to start from

rest and has to gain a velocity within no time. This is only possible if the acceleration or
retardation at the beginning and at the end of each stroke is infinite.

Displacement, Velocity and Acceleration Diagrams when the Follower Moves with
Simple Harmonic Motion
The displacement, velocity and acceleration diagrams when the follower moves with
simpleharmonic motion are shown in Fig. The displacement diagram is drawn as
follows :
1. Draw a semi-circle on the follower stroke as diameter.
2. Divide the semi-circle into any number of even equal parts (say eight).
3. Divide the angular displacements of the cam during out stroke and return stroke into
the same number of equal parts.
4. The displacement diagram is obtained by projecting the points as shown in Fig. The
velocity and acceleration diagrams are shown in Fig. Since the follower moves with a
simple harmonic motion, therefore velocity diagram consists of a sine curve and the
acceleration diagram is a cosine curve. We see from Fig. that the velocity of the follower
is zero at the beginning and at the end of its stroke and increases gradually to a
maximum at mid-stroke. On the other hand, the acceleration of the follower is
maximum at the beginning and at the ends of the stroke and diminishes to zero at midstroke

Displacement, Velocity and Acceleration Diagrams when the Follower Moves with
Uniform Acceleration and Retardation
The displacement, velocity and acceleration diagrams when the follower moves with
uniform acceleration and retardation are shown in Fig. We see that the displacement
diagram consists of a parabolic curve and may be drawn as discussed below :
1. Divide the angular displacement of the cam during outstroke into any even number
of equal parts (say eight) and draw vertical lines through these points as shown in Fig.
2. Divide the stroke of the follower (S) into the same number of equal even parts.
3. Join Aato intersect the vertical line through point 1 at B. Similarly, obtain the other
pointsC, D etc. as shown in Fig. Now join these points to obtain the parabolic curvefor
the out stroke of the follower.
4. In the similar way as discussed above, the displacement diagram for the follower
duringreturn stroke may be drawn.

Displacement, Velocity and Acceleration Diagrams when the Follower Moves with
Cycloidal Motion
The displacement, velocity and acceleration diagrams when the follower moves with
cycloidal motion are shown in Fig. We know that cycloid is a curve traced by a point on
a circle when the circle rolls without slipping on a straight line. In case of cams, this
straight line is a stroke of the follower which is translating and the circumference of the
rolling circle is equal to the stroke (S) of the follower. the rolling circle is S / 2_ . The
displacement diagram is drawn as discussed below :
1. Draw a circle of radius S / 2_ with A as centre.
2. Divide the circle into any number of equal even parts (say six). Project these points
horizontally on the vertical centre line of the circle.

3. Divide the angular displacement of the cam during outstroke into the same number
of equal even parts as the circle is divided. Draw vertical lines through these points.
4. Join AB which intersects the vertical line through 3_ at c. From a_ draw a line parallel
toAB intersecting the vertical lines through 1_ and 2_ at a and b respectively.
5. Similarly, from b_ draw a line parallel to AB intersecting the vertical lines through
4_ and 5_ at d and e respectively.
6. Join the points A a b c d e B by a smooth curve

Profile of the cam when the axis of follower passes through the axis of cam shaft

Profile of the cam when the axis of the follower is offset

Profile of the cam for roller follower without offset

Profile of the cam for roller follower with offset

Profile of the cam for flat faced follower without offset

Aplications:
1. Operating the valves of internal combustion engines.
2. Operating the machineries in manufacturing industries.
3. Actuating the levers and other parts in assembly robots.
MCQ – Post test:
1. The size of a cam depends upon
a) base circle
b) pitch circle
c) prime circle
d) pitch curve
2. The cam follower generally used in automobile engines is
a) knife edge follower
b) flat faced follower
c) spherical faced follower
d) roller follower
3. The angle between the direction of the follower motion and a normal to the pitch
curve is called
a) pitch angle
b) prime angle

c) base angle
d) pressure angle
4. A circle drawn with centre as the cam centre and radius equal to the distance
between the cam centre and the point on the pitch curve at which the pressure
angle is maximum, is called
a) base circle
b) pitch circle
c) prime circle
d) none of the mentioned
5. The cam follower generally used in automobile engines is
a) knife edge follower
b) flat faced follower
c) spherical faced follower
d) roller follower
6. The cam follower extensively used in air-craft engines is
a) knife edge follower
b) flat faced follower
c) spherical faced follower
d) roller follower
7. In a radial cam, the follower moves
a) in a direction perpendicular to the cam axis
b) in a direction parallel to the cam axis
c) in any direction irrespective of the cam axis
d) along the cam axis
8. A radial follower is one
a) that reciprocates in the guides
b) that oscillates
c) in which the follower translates along an axis passing through the cam centre
of rotation.
d) none of the mentioned
9. Ofset is provided to a cam follower mechanism to
a) minimise the side thrust
b) accelerate
c) avoid jerk
d) none of the mentioned
10. For low and moderate speed engines, the cam follower should move with
a) uniform velocity
b) simple harmonic motion
c) uniform acceleration and retardation
d) cycloidal motion
11. For high speed engines, the cam follower should move with
a) uniform velocity
b) simple harmonic motion

c) uniform acceleration and retardation
d) cycloidal motion
12. Which of the following displacement diagrams should be chosen for better
dynamic performance of a cam-follower mechanism ?
a) simple hormonic motion
b) parabolic motion
c) cycloidal motion
d) none of the mentioned
13. Angle of ascent of cam is defined as the angle
a) during which the follower returns to its initial position
b) of rotation of the cam for a definite displacement of the follower
c) through which the cam rotates during the period in which the follower
remains in highest position
d) moved by the cam from the instant the follower begins to rise, till it reaches
its highest position
14. The pressure angle of a cam depends upon
a) offset between centre lines of cam and follower
b) lift of follower
c) angle of ascent
d) all of the mentioned
15. Angle of action of cam is defined as the angle
a) of rotation of the cam for a definite displacement of the follower
b) through which the cam rotates during the period in which the follower
remains in the highest position
c) moved by the cam from the instant the follower begins to rise, till it reaches its
highest position
d) moved by the cam from beginning of ascent to the termination of descent
16. Cylindrical cams can be classified as
a) circular
b) tangent
c) reciprocating
d) none of the mentioned
17. For S.H.M. cam, the acceleration of the follower at the ends of the stroke and
aimed stroke respectively, is
a) maximum and zero
b) zero and maximum
c) minimum and maximum
d) zero and minimum
18. Which of the following motion is used only up to moderate speeds?
a) Simple harmonic
b) Uniform acceleration
c) Uniform velocity
d) Uniform acceleration and retardation

19. Which of the following motion has the maximum number of infinite jerks in one
rotation of the cam shaft?
a) Simple harmonic
b) Uniform acceleration
c) Uniform velocity
d) Uniform acceleration and retardation
20. On which of the following factors does the pressure angle of the cam does not
depend?
a) Offset between centre lines of follower and cam
b) Angle of ascent
c) Lift of the follower
d) Shape of cam
Conclusion
Cam is an actuating device used for giving motion to many devices in a
machine. It helps to give motion primarily in automotive engines and other
machineries. Designing a cam may also be done through virtual modeling
through CAD software. At the end of this chapter, the step-by-step procedure of
designing a cam may be clearly understood.
Demo Videos
3.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YbjmphKVVpA

4.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qp1T4oFe_gQ&t=3s
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Assignments
1. A cam is to be designed for a knife edge follower with the following data :
1. Cam lift = 40 mm during 90° of cam rotation with simple harmonic motion.
2. Dwell for the next 30°.
3. During the next 60° of cam rotation, the follower returns to its original position with
simple harmonic motion.
4. Dwell during the remaining 180°.

Draw the profile of the cam when
(a) the line of stroke of the follower passes through the axis of the cam shaft, and
(b) the line of stroke is offset 20 mm from the axis of the cam shaft.
The radius of the base circle of the cam is 40 mm. Determine the maximum velocity and
acceleration of the follower during its ascent and descent, if the cam rotates at 240 r.p.m.
2. A cam, with a minimum radius of 50 mm, rotating clockwise at a uniformspeed, is
required to give a knife edge follower the motion as described below :
1. To move outwards through 40 mm during 100° rotation of the cam ;
2. To dwell for next80° ;
3. To return to its starting position during next 90°, and
4. To dwell for the rest period of arevolution i.e. 90°.
Draw the profile of the cam
(i) when the line of stroke of the follower passes through the centre of the cam shaft,
and
(ii) when the line of stroke of the follower is off-set by 15 mm.
The displacement of the follower is to take place with uniform acceleration and uniform
retardation. Determine the maximum velocity and acceleration of the follower when the
cam shaftrotates at 900 r.p.m.
Draw the displacement, velocity and acceleration diagrams for one complete revolution
ofthe cam.
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Pre-test MCQs:
1. What is not the condition for the equilibrium in three dimensional system of
axis?
a) ∑Fx=0
b) ∑Fy=0
c) ∑Fz=0
d) ∑F≠0
Answer: d
2. We first make equilibrium equations and then the free body diagram and then
solve the question.
a) True
b) False
Answer: b
3. If solving the question in 3D calculations is difficult, then use the 2D system and
then equate the total net force to zero.
a) True
b) False
Answer: a
4. The tendency of rotation of the body along any axis is also called ___________
a) Moment of inertia
b) Moment of couple
c) Torque
d) Force
Answer: c

5. The moment of the force is the product of the force and the perpendicular
distance of the axis and the point of action of the force.
a) True
b) False
Answer: a
6. The basic type of motion of a body is translation motion only.
a) True
b) False
Answer: b
7. The simplification of the couple is done on the basis of the ______________
a) The clockwise of the anti-clockwise rotation sign convention
b) The simplification is not possible
c) The couple is a vector and thus can’t be simplified
d) The couple is a scalar and can’t be simplified
Answer: a
8. Free body diagrams don’t play any role in making the calculations on the
conditions of the equilibrium of the body.
a) True
b) False
Answer: b
9. What does Newton’s second law states?
a) The rate of change of momentum is equal to the force applied
b) For every reaction, there is an opposite reaction
c) The body is tend to be rotated if the force is applied tangentially
d) The body is rest until a force is applied
Answer: a

Theory behind:
In order to avoid the slipping, a number of projections (called teeth) as shown in are
provided on the periphery of the wheel A, which will fit into the corresponding recesses
on the periphery of the wheel B. A friction wheel with the teeth cut on it is known as
toothed wheel or gear
Advantages and Disadvantages of Gear Drive
The following are the advantages and disadvantages of the gear drive as compared to
belt,rope and chain drives :
Advantages
1. It transmits exact velocity ratio.
2. It may be used to transmit large power.
3. It has high efficiency.
4. It has reliable service.

5. It has compact layout.
Disadvantages
1. The manufacture of gears require special tools and equipment.
2. The error in cutting teeth may cause vibrations and noise during operation.

Classification of Toothed Wheels
The gears or toothed wheels may be classified as follows :
1. According to the position of axes of the shafts. The axes of the two shafts between
whichthe motion is to be transmitted, may be
(a) Parallel, (b) Intersecting, and (c) Non-intersecting and non-parallel.
The two parallel and co-planar shafts connected by the gears is shown in Fig.
12.1. Thesegears are called spur gears and the arrangement is known as spur gearing.
These gears have teethparallel to the axis of the wheel as shown in Fig. 12.1. Another
name given to the spur gearing ishelical gearing, in which the teeth are inclined to the
axis. The single and double helical gears connectingparallel shafts are shown in Fig. 12.2
(a) and (b) respectively. The double helical gears areknown as herringbone gears. A pair
of spur gears arekinematically equivalent to a pair of cylindricaldiscs, keyed to parallel
shafts and having a line contact.
The two non-parallel or intersecting, but coplanar shafts connected by gears is
shown in Fig.12.2 (c). These gears are called bevel gears and the arrangement is known
as bevel gearing. Thebevel gears, like spur gears, may also have their teeth inclined to
the face of the bevel, in which casethey are known as helical bevel gears.
The two non-intersecting and non-parallel i.e. non-coplanar shaft connected by
gears is shownin Fig. 12.2 (d). These gears are called skew bevel gears or spiral gears
and the arrangement isknown as skew bevel gearing or spiral gearing. This type of
gearing also have a line contact, therotation of which about the axes generates the two
pitch surfaces known as hyperboloids.

2. According to the peripheral velocity of the gears. The gears, according to the
peripheral velocity of the gears may be classified as :
(a) Low velocity, (b) Medium velocity, and (c) High velocity.
The gears having velocity less than 3 m/s are termed as low velocity gears and gears
havingvelocity between 3 and 15 m/s are known as medium velocity gears. If the
velocity of gears is morethan 15 m/s, then these are called high speed gears.
3. According to the type of gearing. The gears, according to the type of gearing may be
classified as :
(a) External gearing, (b) Internal gearing, and (c) Rack and pinion.
Terms Used in Gears

Forms of Teeth
Therefore, in actual practice following are the twotypes of teeth commonly used :
1. Cycloidalteeth ;and 2. Involute teeth

Cycloidal Teeth
A cycloid is the curve traced by a point on the circumference of a circle which rolls
withoutslipping on a fixed straight line. When a circle rolls without slipping on the
outside of a fixed circle,the curve traced by a point on the circumference of a circle is
known as epi-cycloid. On the otherhand, if a circle rolls without slipping on the inside
of a fixed circle, then the curve traced by a pointon the circumference of a circle is called
hypo-cycloid.

Involute Teeth

An involute of a circle is a plane curve generated by apoint on a tangent, which rolls on
the circle without slipping orby a point on a taut string which in unwrapped from a
reel.
Comparison Between Involute and Cycloidal Gears
In actual practice, the involute gears are more commonly used as compared to cycloidal
gears, due to the following advantages :
Advantages of involute gears
Following are the advantages of involute gears :
1. The most important advantage of the involute gears is that the centre distance for a
pair ofinvolute gears can be varied within limits without changing the velocity ratio.
This is not true forcycloidalgears which requires exact centre distance to be maintained.
2. In involute gears, the pressure angle, from the start of the engagement of teeth to the
endof the engagement, remains constant. It is necessary for smooth running and less
wear of gears. But incycloidal gears, the pressure angle is maximum at the beginning of
engagement, reduces to zero atpitch point, starts decreasing and again becomes
maximum at the end of engagement. This results inless smooth running of gears.
3. The face and flank of involute teeth are generated by a single curve where as in
cycloidalgears, double curves (i.e. epi-cycloid and hypo-cycloid) are required for the
face and flank respectively.Thus the involute teeth are easy to manufacture than
cycloidal teeth. In involute system, thebasic rack has straight teeth and the same can be
cut with simple tools.
The only disadvantage of the involute teeth is that the interference occurs with
pinionshaving smaller number of teeth. This may be avoided by altering the heights of
addendum and dedendum of themating teeth or the angle of obliquity of the teeth.
Advantages of cycloidal gears
Following are the advantages of cycloidalgears :

1. Since the cycloidal teeth have wider flanks, therefore the cycloidal gears are stronger
thanthe involute gears, for the same pitch. Due to this reason, the cycloidal teeth are
preferred speciallyfor cast teeth.
2. In cycloidal gears, the contact takes place between a convex flank and concave
surface,whereas in involute gears, the convex surfaces are in contact. This condition
results in less wear incycloidal gears as compared to involute gears. However the
difference in wear is negligible.
3. In cycloidal gears, the interference does not occur at all. Though there are advantages
ofcycloidal gears but they are outweighed by the greater simplicity and flexibility of the
involutegears.
Length of Path of Contact
The lengthof path of contact is the length of common normal cutoffby the addendum
circles of the wheel and the pinion.Thus the length of path of contact is KL which is the
sumof the parts of the path of contacts KP and PL. The partof the path of contact KP is
known as path of approachand the part of the path of contact PL is known as path
of recess.

Length of Arc of Contact
We have already defined that the arc of contact is the path traced by a point on the pitch
circlefrom the beginning to the end of engagement of a given pair of teeth. In Fig. the
arc of contactis EPF or GPH. Considering the arc of contact GPH, it is divided into two
parts i.e. arc GP and arcPH. The arc GP is known as arc of approach and the arc PH is
called arc of recess. The anglessubtended by these arcs at O1 are called angle of
approach and angle of recess respectively.

Contact Ratio (or Number of Pairs of Teeth in Contact)

The contact ratio or the number of pairs of teeth in contact is defined as the ratio of the
length of the arc of contact to the circular pitch. Mathematically,

Interference in Involute Gears
A pinion with centreO1, in mesh with wheel or gear with centreO2.MN isthe common
tangent to the base circles and KL is the path of contact between the two mating teeth.
A little consideration will show, that if the radius of the addendum circle of pinion is
increased to O1N, the point of contact L will move from L to N. When this radius is
further increased,the point of contact L will be on the inside of base circle of wheel and
not on the involute profile oftooth on wheel. The tip of tooth on the pinion will then
undercut the tooth on the wheel at the root andremove part of the involute profile of
tooth on the wheel. This effect is known as interference, andoccurs when the teeth are
being cut.
In brief, the phenomenon when the tip of tooth undercuts theroot on its mating gear is
known as interference.Similarly, if the radius of the addendum circle of the wheel
increases beyond O2M, then thetip of tooth on wheel will cause interference with the
tooth on pinion. The points M and N are calledinterference points. Obviously,
interference may be avoided if the path of contact does not extendbeyond interference
points. Interference may only be prevented, if the addendum circles of the two mating
gears cut thecommon tangent to the base circles between the points of tangency.
Minimum Number of Teeth on the Pinion in Order to AvoidInterference

Minimum Number of Teeth on the Wheel in Order to AvoidInterference

Aplications:
Gears are used in almost all power transmission from one to another wherever the
distance between the shafts are less. Specific applications include automotive gear
boxes, lathe, drilling and milling machines etc.
MCQ – Post test:
1. The two parallel and coplanar shafts are connected by gears having teeth parallel
to the axis of the shaft. This arrangement is called
a) spur gearing
b) helical gearing
c) bevel gearing
d) spiral gearing
2. The type of gears used to connect two non-parallel non-intersecting shafts are
a) spur gears
b) helical gears
c) spiral gears
d) none of the mentioned
3. An imaginary circle which by pure rolling action, gives the same motion as the
actual gear, is called
a) addendum circle

b) dedendum circle
c) pitch circle
d) clearance circle
4. The size of a gear is usually specified by
a) pressure angle
b) circular pitch
c) diametral pitch
d) pitch circle diameter
5. The radial distance of a tooth from the pitch circle to the bottom of the tooth, is
called
a) dedendum
b) addendum
c) clearance
d) working depth
6. The product of the diametral pitch and circular pitch is equal to
a) 1
b) 1/π
c) π
d) 2π
7. The module is the reciprocal of
a) diametral pitch
b) circular pitch
c) pitch diameter
d) none of the mentioned
8. If the module of a gear be m, the number of teeth T and pitch circle diameter D,
then
a) m = D/T
b) D = T/m
c) m = D/2T
d) none of the mentioned
9. The condition of correct gearing is
a) pitch line velocities of teeth be same
b) radius of curvature of two profiles be same
c) common normal to the pitch surface cuts the line of centres at a fixed point
d) none of the mentioned
10. Law of gearing is satisfied if
a) two surfaces slide smoothly
b) common normal at the point of contact passes through the pitch point on the
line joining the centres of rotation
c) number of teeth = P.C.D. / module
d) addendum is greater than dedendum
11. Involute profile is preferred to cyloidal because
a) the profile is easy to cut

b) only one curve is required to cut
c) the rack has straight line profile and hence can be cut accurately
d) none of the mentioned
12. The contact ratio for gears is
a) zero
b) less than one
c) greater than one
d) none of the mentioned
13. Interference can be avoided in involute gears with 20° pressure angle by
a) cutting involute correctly
b) using as small number of teeth as possible
c) using more than 20 teeth
d) using more than 8 teeth
14. The gears are termed as medium velocity gears, if their peripheral velocity is
a) 1-3 m/s
b) 3-15 m/s
c) 15-30 m/s
d) 30-50 m/s
15. The size of a gear is usually specified by
a) pressure angle
b) circular pitch
c) diametral pitch
d) pitch circle diameter
16. Consider the following modifications regarding avoiding the interference
between gears:
1. The centre distance between meshing gears be increased
2. Addendum of the gear be modified
3. Teeth should be undercut slightly at the root
4. Pressure angle should be increased
5. Circular pitch be increased
Which of these are effective in avoiding interference?
a) 1,2 and 3
b) 2,3,4 and 5
c) 1,4 and 5
d) 3,4 and 5
17. When two spur gears having involute profiles on their teeth engage, the line of
action is tangential to the
a) pitch circles
b) dedendum circles
c) addendum circles
d) base circles
18. The working depth of an involute gear is equal to
a) addendum

b) dedendum
c) addendum + dedendum
d) 2 x addendum
19. Number of teeth on a wheel per unit of its pitch diameter is called
a) module
b) diametral pitch
c) circular pitch
d) none of the mentioned
20. The gear used to convert rotary motion into translating motion is
a) Worm and wheel
b) Crown gear
c) Rack and pinion
d) Spiral Bevel gear
Conclusion
Gears are power transmitting devices which are used in situation where there is a small
distance between two shafts. The greatest advantage of using the gears is the prevention
of slip which mainly occurs in belt drives. Due to this advantage, gears are majorly
utilized in all machineries and gear boxes for power transmission.
Demo Videos
1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YtFAjaN8r7k
2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t5MuEujPWqQ
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Assignments
1. Two mating gears have 20 and 40 involute teeth of module 10 mm and 20°
pressure angle. The addendum on each wheel is to be made of such a length that
the line of contact on each side of the pitch point has half the maximum possible
length. Determine the addendum height for each gear wheel, length of the path
of contact, arc of contact and contact ratio.

2. A pair of involute spur gears with 16° pressure angle and pitch of module 6 mm
is in mesh. The number of teeth on pinion is 16 and its rotational speed is 240
r.p.m. When the gear ratio is 1.75, find in order that the interference is just
avoided ;1. the addenda on pinion and gear wheel ; 2. the length of path of
contact ; and 3. the maximum velocity of sliding of teeth on either side of the
pitch point.
3. Two gear wheels mesh externally and are to give a velocity ratio of 3 to 1. The
teeth are of involute form ; module = 6 mm, addendum = one module, pressure
angle = 20°. The pinion rotates at 90 r.p.m. Determine :1. The number of teeth on
the pinion to avoid interference on it and the corresponding number of teeth on
the wheel, 2. The length of path and arc of contact, 3.The number of pairs of teeth
in contact, and 4. The maximum velocity of sliding.
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To understand the working of gear drives and different types of gear trains for
machineries.
Outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, Students should be able to understand the use
of gear trains for various industrial applications
Pre-requisites: Basic knowledge in Engineering Mechanics


Pre-test MCQs:
19. What is not the condition for the equilibrium in three dimensional system of
axis?
a) ∑Fx=0
b) ∑Fy=0
c) ∑Fz=0
d) ∑F≠0
Answer: d
20. We first make equilibrium equations and then the free body diagram and then
solve the question.
a) True
b) False
Answer: b
21. If solving the question in 3D calculations is difficult, then use the 2D system and
then equate the total net force to zero.
a) True
b) False
Answer: a
22. The tendency of rotation of the body along any axis is also called ___________
a) Moment of inertia
b) Moment of couple
c) Torque
d) Force
Answer: c
23. The moment of the force is the product of the force and the perpendicular
distance of the axis and the point of action of the force.

a) True
b) False
Answer: a
24. The basic type of motion of a body is translation motion only.
a) True
b) False
Answer: b
25. The simplification of the couple is done on the basis of the ______________
a) The clockwise of the anti-clockwise rotation sign convention
b) The simplification is not possible
c) The couple is a vector and thus can’t be simplified
d) The couple is a scalar and can’t be simplified
Answer: a
26. Free body diagrams don’t play any role in making the calculations on the
conditions of the equilibrium of the body.
a) True
b) False
Answer: b
27. What does Newton’s second law states?
a) The rate of change of momentum is equal to the force applied
b) For every reaction, there is an opposite reaction
c) The body is tend to be rotated if the force is applied tangentially
d) The body is rest until a force is applied
Answer: a

Theory behind:
Sometimes, two or more gears are made to mesh witheach other to transmit power from
one shaft to another. Sucha combination is called gear train or train of toothed wheels.

Types of Gear Trains
Following are the different types of gear trains, dependingupon the arrangement of
wheels :
1. Simple gear train, 2. Compound gear train, 3. Revertedgear train, and 4. Epicyclic
gear train.

Simple Gear Train

When there is only one gear on each shaft, as shownin Fig it is known as simple gear
train. The gears arerepresented by their pitch circles.When the distance between the

two shafts is small,the two gears 1 and 2 are made to mesh with each other totransmit
motion from one shaft to the other, as shown in Fig. Since the gear 1 drives the gear
2, therefore gear 1 is called the driver and the gear 2 is called the driven or follower. It
may be notedthat the motion of the driven gear is opposite to the motion of driving
gear.

The speed ratio of the gear train as shown in Fig. b is obtained by

Compound Gear Train
When there are more than one gear on a shaft, as shown in Fig. 13.2, it is called a
compoundtrain of gear.We have that the idle gears, in a simple train of gears do not
effect the speedratio of the system. But these gears are useful in bridging over the space
between the driver and thedriven.But whenever the distance between the driver and
the driven or follower has to be bridgedover by intermediate gears and at the same time
a great ( or much less ) speed ratio is required, thenthe advantage of intermediate gears
is intensified by providing compound gears on intermediate shafts.In this case, each
intermediate shaft has two gears rigidly fixed to it so that they may have the
samespeed. One of these two gears meshes with the driver and the other with the
driven or followerattached to the next shaft as shown in Fig.

Reverted Gear Train
When the axes of the first gear (i.e. first driver)and the last gear (i.e. last driven or
follower) are co-axial,then the gear train is known as reverted gear train as shown in
Fig.We see that gear 1 (i.e. first driver) drives thegear 2 (i.e. first driven or follower) in
the opposite direction.Since the gears 2 and 3 are mounted on the sameshaft, therefore
they form a compound gear and the gear3 will rotate in the same direction as that of
gear 2. Thegear 3 (which is now the second driver) drives the gear 4(i.e. the last driven
or follower) in the same direction asthat of gear 1. Thus we see that in a reverted gear
train,the motion of the first gear and the last gear is like.

Epicyclic Gear Train
We have already discussed that in an epicyclic gear train, the axes of the shafts, over
whichthe gears are mounted, may move relative to a fixed axis. A simple epicyclic gear
train is shown inFig. where a gear A and the arm C have a common axis at O1 about
which they can rotate. Thegear B meshes with gear A and has its axis on the arm at O
2, about which the gear B can rotate. If thearm is fixed, the gear train is simple and gear
A can drive gear Bor vice- versa, but if gear A is fixed and the arm is rotated aboutthe
axis of gear A (i.e. O1), then the gear B is forced to rotateupon and around gear A. Such a
motion is called epicyclicandthe gear trains arranged in such a manner that one or more
oftheir members move upon and around another member areknown as epicyclic gear
trains (epi. means upon and cyclicmeans around). The epicyclic gear trains may be
simple or compound.The epicyclic gear trains are useful for transmittinghigh velocity
ratios with gears of moderate size in a comparativelylesser space. The epicyclic gear
trains are used in theback gear of lathe, differential gears of the automobiles,
hoists,pulley blocks, wrist watches etc.

First of all, let us suppose thatthe arm is fixed. Therefore the axes ofboth the
gears are also fixed relative toeach other. When the gear A makes onerevolution
anticlockwise, the gear B willmake *TA / TB revolutions, clockwise.Assuming the
anticlockwise rotation aspositive and clockwise as negative, wemay say that when gear
Amakes + 1
revolution, then the gear B will make(– TA / TB) revolutions. This statementof relative
motion is entered in the firstrow of the table (see Table 13.1).Secondly, if the gear A
makes+ x revolutions, then the gear B willmake – x × TA / TB revolutions. Thisstatement
is entered in the second rowof the table. In other words, multiplythe each motion
(entered in the first row) by x.
Thirdly, each element of an epicyclic train is given + y revolutions and entered in
the thirdrow. Finally, the motion of each element of the gear train is added up and
entered in the fourth row.A little consideration will show that when two conditions
about the motion of rotation of anytwo elements are known, then the unknown speed of
the third element may be obtained by substitutingthe given data in the third column of
the fourth row.

Compound Epicyclic Gear Train—Sun and Planet Gear

A compound epicyclicgear train is shown in Fig. It consists of two co-axial
shaftsS1 and S2, an annulus gear A whichis fixed, the compound gear (orplanet gear) BC, the sun gear Dand the arm H. The annulus gearhas internal teeth and the
compoundgear is carried by the armand revolves freely on a pin of thearm H. The sun
gear is co-axialwith the annulus gear and the armbut independent of them.The annulus
gear Ameshes with the gear B and thesun gear D meshes with the gearC. It may be
noted that when theannulus gear is fixed, the sun gearprovides the drive and when
thesun gear is fixed, the annulus gearprovides the drive. In both cases, the arm acts as a
follower.
Let TA ,TB , TC , and TD be the teeth and NA, NB, NC and ND be the speeds for the
gears A, B,C and D respectively. A little consideration will show that when the arm is
fixed and the sun gear D isturned anticlockwise, then the compound gear B-C and the
annulus gear A will rotate in the clockwisedirection.

Differential gear of an automobile.
The differential gear used in the rear drive of anautomobile is shown in Fig. Its
function is(a) to transmit motion from the engine shaft to the rear driving wheels,
and(b) to rotate the rear wheels at different speeds while the automobile is taking a
turn.As long as the automobile is running on a straight path, the rear wheels are driven
directly bythe engine and speed of both the wheels is same. But when the automobile is
taking a turn, the outerwheel will run faster than the inner wheel because at that time
the outer rear wheel has to cover moredistance than the inner rear wheel. This is
achieved by epicyclic gear train with bevel gears as shownin Fig.The bevel gear
A(known as pinion) is keyed tothe propeller shaft driven from the engine shaft
throughuniversal coupling. This gear A drives the gear B (knownas crown gear) which
rotates freely on the axle P. Twoequal gears C and D are mounted on two separate parts

Pand Q of the rear axles respectively. These gears, in turn,mesh with equal pinions E
and F which can rotate freelyon the spindle provided on the arm attached to gear B.

When the automobile runs on a straight path, thegears C and D must rotate
together. These gears are rotatedthrough the spindle on the gear B. The gears E and F
donot rotate on the spindle. But when the automobile is takinga turn, the inner rear
wheel should have lesser speed thanthe outer rear wheel and due to relative speed of
the inner and outer gears D and C, the gears E and Fstart rotating about the spindle axis
and at the same time revolve about the axle axis.Due to this epicyclic effect, the speed of
the inner rear wheel decreases by a certain amountand the speed of the outer rear wheel
increases, by the same amount. This may be well understood bydrawing the table of
motions as follows :

From the table, we see that when the gear B, which derives motion from the
engine shaft,rotates at y revolutions, then the speed of inner gear D (or the rear axle Q)
is less than y by x revolutionsand the speed of the outer gear C (or the rear axle P) is

greater than y by x revolutions. In otherwords, the two parts of the rear axle and thus
the two wheels rotate at two different speeds. We alsosee from the table that the speed
of gear B is the mean of speeds of the gears C and D.
Aplications:
Wherever power need to be transmitted, gear drives are suitable and provides high
efficiency during power transmission. Specific applications of gear trains include
automotive gear boxes, lathe, drilling and milling machines etc.
MCQ – Post test:
1. In a simple gear train, if the number of idle gears is odd, then the motion of
driven gear will
a) be same as that of driving gear
b) be opposite as that of driving gear
c) depend upon the number of teeth on the driving gear
d) none of the mentioned
2. The train value of a gear train is
a) equal to velocity ratio of a gear train
b) reciprocal of velocity ratio of a gear train
c) always greater than unity
d) always less than unity
3. When the axes of first and last gear are co-axial, then gear train is known as
a) simple gear train
b) compound gear train
c) reverted gear train
d) epicyclic gear train
4. . In a clock mechanism, the gear train used to connect minute hand to hour hand,
is
a) epicyclic gear train
b) reverted gear train
c) compound gear train
d) simple gear train
5. A differential gear in an automobile is a
a) simple gear train
b) epicyclic gear train
c) compound gear train
d) none of the mentioned

6. A differential gear in automobilies is used to
a) reduce speed
b) assist in changing speed
c) provide jerk-free movement of vehicle
d) help in turning
7. The gear train usually employed in clocks is a
a) reverted gear train
b) simple gear train
c) sun and planet gear
d) differential gear
8. A fixed gear having 200 teeth is in mesh with another gear having 50 teeth. The
two gears are connected by an arm. The number of turns made by the smaller
gear for one revolution of arm about the centre of bigger gear is
a) 2
b) 4
c) 3
d) none of the mentioned
9. Which gear train is used for higher velocity ratios in a small space?
a) Simple gear train
b) Compound gear train
c) Reverted gear train
d) Epicyclic gear train
10. Which type of gear train is used in clock mechanism to join hour hand and
minute hand?
a) Simple gear train
b) Compound gear train
c) Reverted gear train
d) Epicyclic gear train
11. In a simple gear train, if the number of idle gears is odd, then the motion of
driven gear will
a) be opposite as that of driving gear
b) be same as that of driving gear
c) depend upon the number of teeth on the driving gear
d) none of the mentioned
12. Which of the following is true regarding a differential?
a) The outer wheel rotates at a higher speed than the inner wheel
b) The outer wheel rotates at a lower speed than the inner wheel

c) Both the wheels rotate at the same speed
d) Front wheels rotate at a lower speed than rear wheel
13. The ratio of speeds between gears is dependent upon the _________
a) Ratio of teeth between the two adjoining gears
b) Ratio of teeth between the two alternate gears
c) Ratio of acceleration
d) Ratio of velocity
14. On a straight road motion, what is the purpose served by differential?
a) Equal torque to all the wheels
b) More torque to front wheels
c) More torque to rear wheels
d) More torque to opposite wheels
15. Input torque acts on which of the following member?
a) Driven member
b) Driving member
c) Fixed member
d) Reciprocating member
16. Resisting torque acts on which of the following member?
a) Driven member
b) Driving member
c) Fixed member
d) Reciprocating member
17. Braking torque acts on which of the following member?
a) Driven member
b) Driving member
c) Fixed member
d) Reciprocating member
Conclusion
Gears are power transmitting devices which are used in situation where there is a small
distance between two shafts. The greatest advantage of using the gears is the prevention
of slip which mainly occurs in belt drives. Due to this advantage, gears are majorly
utilized in all machineries and gear boxes for power transmission.
Demo Videos
2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aUimqn8YWQA

3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r_sYNL4vKqc
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Assignments
1. In a reverted epicyclic gear train, the arm A carries two gears B and C and a
compound gear D - E. The gear B meshes with gear Eand the gear C meshes with
gear D. The number of teethon gears B, C and D are 75, 30 and 90 respectively.Find
the speed and direction of gear C when gear B isfixed and the arm A makes 100
r.p.m. clockwise.
2. In an epicyclic gear train, the internal wheels A and B and compound wheels C and
D rotate independently about axis O. The wheels E and F rotate on pins fixed to the
arm G. E gears with A and C and F gears with B and D. All the wheels have the
same module and the number of teeth are : T C = 28; T D = 26;
TE= TF= 18.1. Sketch the arrangement ;2. Find the number of teeth onA and B ;3. If
the arm G makes 100 r.p.m. clockwise and A is fixed,find the speed of B ; and 4. If
the arm G makes 100 r.p.m. clockwiseand wheel A makes 10 r.p.m. counter
clockwise ; find the speed ofwheel B.
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Objectives:
To understand the working and applications of various drives such as belts,
clutches, brakes and bearings.
Outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, Students should be able to understand the
working of belt drives, clutches and brakes, lubrication and design of bearings.
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Pre-test MCQs:
1. What is not the condition for the equilibrium in three dimensional system of
axis?
a) ∑Fx=0
b) ∑Fy=0
c) ∑Fz=0
d) ∑F≠0
Answer: d
2. We first make equilibrium equations and then the free body diagram and then
solve the question.
a) True
b) False
Answer: b
3. If solving the question in 3D calculations is difficult, then use the 2D system and
then equate the total net force to zero.
a) True
b) False
Answer: a
4. The tendency of rotation of the body along any axis is also called ___________
a) Moment of inertia
b) Moment of couple
c) Torque
d) Force
Answer: c
5. The moment of the force is the product of the force and the perpendicular
distance of the axis and the point of action of the force.

6.

7.

8.

9.

a) True
b) False
Answer: a
The basic type of motion of a body is translation motion only.
a) True
b) False
Answer: b
The simplification of the couple is done on the basis of the ______________
a) The clockwise of the anti-clockwise rotation sign convention
b) The simplification is not possible
c) The couple is a vector and thus can’t be simplified
d) The couple is a scalar and can’t be simplified
Answer: a
Free body diagrams don’t play any role in making the calculations on the
conditions of the equilibrium of the body.
a) True
b) False
Answer: b
What does Newton’s second law states?
a) The rate of change of momentum is equal to the force applied
b) For every reaction, there is an opposite reaction
c) The body is tend to be rotated if the force is applied tangentially
d) The body is rest until a force is applied
Answer: a

Theory behind:

Belt and rope drives
The belts or ropes are used to transmit power fromone shaft to another by means of
pulleys which rotate at thesame speed or at different speeds. The amount of power
transmitteddepends upon the following factors :
1. The velocity of the belt.
2. The tension under which the belt is placed on thepulleys.
3. The arc of contact between the belt and the smallerpulley.
4. The conditions under which the belt is used.

Types of Belt Drives
The belt drives are usually classified into the following three groups :
1. Light drives. These are used to transmit small powers at belt speeds uptoabout 10
m/s, asin agricultural machines and small machine tools.
2. Medium drives. These are used to transmit medium power at belt speeds over 10 m/s
butup to 22 m/s, as in machine tools.

3. Heavy drives. These are used to transmit large powers at belt speeds above 22 m/s,
as incompressors and generators.

Types of Belts
Though there are many types of belts used these days, yet the following are important
fromthe subject point of view :
1. Flat belt. The flat belt, is mostly used in the factories andworkshops, where a
moderate amount of power is to be transmitted, from one pulley to another when
the two pulleys are not more than 8 metres apart.
2. V-belt. The V-belt, is mostly used in the factories and workshops,where a moderate
amount of power is to be transmitted, from one pulley to another, when thetwo pulleys
are very near to each other.
3. Circular belt or rope. The circular belt or rope, is mostly usedin the factories and
workshops, where a great amount of power is to be transmitted, from one pulleyto
another, when the two pulleys are more than 8 meters apart.

Types of Flat Belt Drives
The power from one pulley to another may be transmitted by any of the following types
ofbelt drives:
1. Open belt drive. The open belt drive, as shown in Fig, is used with shafts
arrangedparallel and rotating in the same direction. In this case, the driver A pulls the
belt from one side (i.e.lower side RQ) and delivers it to the other side (i.e. upper side
LM). Thus the tension in the lower sidebelt will be more than that in the upper side belt.
The lower side belt (because of more tension) isknown as tight side whereas the upper
side belt (because of less tension) is known as slack side, as shown in Fig.

2. Crossed or twist belt drive. The crossed or twist belt drive, as shown in Fig, is
usedwith shafts arranged parallel and rotating in the opposite directions.In this case,
the driver pulls the belt from one side (i.e. RQ) and delivers it to the other side(i.e. LM).

Thus the tension in the belt RQ will be more than that in the belt LM. The belt RQ
becauseof more tension) is known as tight side, whereas the belt LM (because of less
tension) is known asslack side, as shown in Fig.

3. Quarter turn belt drive. The quarter turn belt drive also known as right angle belt
drive, asshown in Fig, is used with shafts arranged at right angles and rotating in one
definite direction.In order to prevent the belt from leaving the pulley, the width of the
face of the pulley should begreater or equal to 1.4 b, where b is the width of belt.

4. Compound belt drive. A compound belt drive, as shown in Fig, is used when poweris
transmitted from one shaft to another through a number of pulleys.

5. Stepped or cone pulley drive. A stepped or cone pulley drive, as shown in Fig, is
used for changing the speed of the driven shaft while the main or driving shaft runs at
constant speed.This is accomplished by shifting the belt from one part of the steps to the
other.
6. Fast and loose pulley drive. A fast and loose pulley drive, as shown in Fig, is used
when the driven or machine shaft is to be started or stopped when ever desired without
interferingwith the driving shaft. A pulley which is keyed to the machine shaft is called
fast pulley and runs atthe same speed as that of machine shaft. A loose pulley runs
freely over the machine shaft and isincapable of transmitting any power. When the
driven shaft is required to be stopped, the belt ispushed on to the loose pulley by means
of sliding bar having belt forks.

Velocity Ratio of Belt Drive
It is the ratio between the velocities of the driver and the follower or driven.
d1 = Diameter of the driver,
d2 = Diameter of the follower,
N1 = Speed of the driver in r.p.m., and
N2 = Speed of the follower in r.p.m.

Slip of Belt
In the previous articles, we have discussed the motionof belts and shafts assuming a
firm frictional grip between thebelts and the shafts. But sometimes, the frictional grip
becomesinsufficient. This may cause some forward motion of the driverwithout
carrying the belt with it. This may also cause someforward motion of the belt without
carrying the driven pulleywith it. This is called slip of the belt and is generally
expressedas a percentage.

Creep of Belt
When the belt passes from the slack side to the tight side, a certain portion of the belt
extendsand it contracts again when the belt passes from the tight side to slack side. Due
to these changes oflength, there is a relative motion between the belt and the pulley
surfaces. This relative motion istermed as creep.

Length of an Open Belt Drive

L
Length of a Cross Belt Drive

Power Transmitted by a Belt

P = (T1 – T2) v

Ratio of Driving Tensions For Flat Belt Drive

Initial Tension in the Belt

When a belt is wound round the two pulleys (i.e. driver and follower), its two ends are
joinedtogether ; so that the belt may continuously move over the pulleys, since the
motion of the belt fromthe driver and the follower is governed by a firm grip, due to
friction between the belt and the pulleys.In order to increase this grip, the belt is
tightened up. At this stage, even when the pulleys are stationary,the belt is subjected to
some tension, called initial tension.

V-belt drive
These belts are moulded to a trapezoidal shape and are madeendless. These are
particularly suitable for short drives i.e. when the shafts are at a short distanceapart.
The included angle for the V-belt is usually from 30° – 40°. In case of flat belt drive, the
beltruns over the pulleys whereas in case of V-belt drive, the rim of the pulley is
grooved in which theV-belt runs. The effect of the groove is to increase the frictional
grip of the V-belt on the pulley andthus to reduce the tendency of slipping. In order to
have a good grip on the pulley, the V-belt is incontact with the side faces of the groove
and not at the bottom.

Advantages and Disadvantages of V-belt Drive Over Flat Belt Drive
Following are the advantages and disadvantages of the V-belt drive over flat belt drive.
Advantages
1. The V-belt drive gives compactness due to the small distance between the centres of
pulleys.
2. The drive is positive, because the slip between the belt and the pulley groove is
negligible.
3. Since the V-belts are made endless and there is no joint trouble, therefore the drive is
smooth.
4. It provides longer life, 3 to 5 years.
5. It can be easily installed and removed.
6. The operation of the belt and pulley is quiet.
7. The belts have the ability to cushion the shock when machines are started.
8. The high velocity ratio (maximum 10) may be obtained.
9. The wedging action of the belt in the groove gives high value of limiting ratio of
tensions.Therefore the power transmitted by V-belts is more than flat belts for the same
coefficient of friction,arc of contact and allowable tension in the belts.
10. The V-belt may be operated in either direction with tight side of the belt at the top or
bottom. The centre line may be horizontal, vertical or inclined.

Wire Ropes
The ropes for transmitting power are usually made from fibrous materials such as
hemp,manila and cotton. Since the hemp and manila fibres are rough, therefore the
ropes made from thesefibres are not very flexible and possesses poor mechanical
properties. The hemp ropes have lessstrength as compared to manila ropes. When the
hemp and manila ropes are bent over the sheave (orpulley), there is some sliding of
fibres, causing the rope to wear and chafe internally. In order tominimise this defect, the
rope fibres are lubricated with a tar, tallow or graphite. The lubrication alsomakes the
rope moisture proof. The hemp ropes are suitable only for hand operated hoisting
machineryand as tie ropes for lifting tackle, hooks etc.The cotton ropes are very soft and

smooth. The lubrication of cotton ropes is not necessary.But if it is done, it reduces the
external wear between the rope and the grooves of its sheaves. It maybe noted that
manila ropes are more durable and stronger than cotton ropes. The cotton ropes are
costlier than manila ropes.

Advantages of Rope Drives
The fibre rope drives have the following advantages :
1. They give smooth, steady and quiet service.
2. They are little affected by out door conditions.
3. The shafts may be out of strict alignment.
4. The power may be taken off in any direction and in fractional parts of the whole
amount.
5. They give high mechanical efficiency.

Ratio of Driving Tensions for Rope Drive

Single Disc or Plate Clutch
A single disc or plate clutch, as shown in Fig, consists of a clutch plate whose
bothsides are faced with a friction material (usually of Ferrodo). It is mounted on the
hub which is free tomove axially along the splines of the driven shaft. The pressure
plate is mounted inside the clutchbody which is bolted to the flywheel. Both the
pressure plate and the flywheel rotate with the enginecrankshaft or the driving shaft.
The pressure platepushes the clutch plate towards the flywheel by a setof strong springs
which are arranged radially insidethe body. The three levers (also known as
releaselevers or fingers) are carried on pivots suspendedfrom the case of the body.
These are arranged in sucha manner so that the pressure plate moves away fromthe
flywheel by the inward movement of a thrustbearing. The bearing is mounted upon a
forked shaftand moves forward when the clutch pedal is pressed.

When the clutch pedal is pressed down, itslinkage forces the thrust release
bearing to move intowards the flywheel and pressing the longer ends of the levers
inward. The levers are forced to turnon their suspended pivot and the pressure plate
moves away from the flywheel by the knife edges,thereby compressing the clutch
springs. This action removes the pressure from the clutch plate andthus moves back
from the flywheel and the driven shaft becomes stationary. On the other hand, when
the foot is taken off from the clutch pedal, the thrust bearing moves back by the levers.
This allows thesprings to extend and thus the pressure plate pushes the clutch plate
back towards the flywheel.

1. Considering uniform pressure
When the pressure is uniformly distributed over the entire area of the friction face, then
theintensity of pressure,

whereW = Axial thrust with which the contact or friction surfaces are held together.

2. Considering uniform wear
letp be the normal intensity of pressure at a distance r from the axis of theclutch. Since
the intensity of pressure varies inversely with the distance, thereforep.r.= C (a constant).

Multiple Disc Clutch
A multiple disc clutch, as shown in Fig, may be used when a large torque is to be
transmitted. The inside discs (usually of steel) are fastened to the driven shaft to permit
axial motionThe outside discs (usually of bronze) are held by bolts and are fastened to
the housing which is keyed to the driving shaft. The multiple disc clutches are
extensively used inmotor cars, machine tools etc.
Let n1 = Number of discs on the driving shaft, and
n2 = Number of discs on the driven shaft.
Number of pairs of contact surfaces,n = n1 + n2 – 1

Cone Clutch

A cone clutch, as shown in Fig, was extensively used in automobiles but now-a-days
ithas been replaced completely by the disc clutch.

It consists of one pair of friction surface only. In a cone clutch, the driver is keyed
to thedriving shaft by a sunk key and has an inside conical surface or face which exactly
fits into the outsideconical surface of the driven. The driven member resting on the
feather key in the driven shaft, maybe shifted along the shaft by a forked lever provided
at B, in order to engage the clutch by bringing thetwo conical surfaces in contact. Due to
the frictional resistance set up at this contact surface, thetorque is transmitted from one
shaft to another. In some cases, a spring is placed around the drivenshaft in contact with
the hub of the driven. This spring holds the clutch faces in contact and maintainsthe
pressure between them, and the forked lever is used only for disengagement of the
clutch. Thecontact surfaces of the clutch may be metal to metal contact, but more often
the driven member islined with some material like wood, leather, cork or asbestos etc.
The material of the clutch faces (i.e.contact surfaces) depends upon the allowable
normal pressure and the coefficient of friction.
1. Considering uniform pressure
Total axial load transmitted to the clutch or the axial spring force required

Total frictional torque

2. Considering uniform wear

Brakes
A brake is a device by means of which artificialfrictional resistance is applied to a
moving machine member,in order to retard or stop the motion of a machine. In the
processof performing this function, the brake absorbs either kineticenergy of the
moving member or potential energy given up byobjects being lowered by hoists,
elevators etc. The energyabsorbed by brakes is dissipated in the form of heat. This heat
is dissipated in the surrounding air (or water which is circulatedthrough the passages in
the brake drum) so that excessiveheating of the brake lining does not take place. The
capacity ofa brake depends upon the following factors :
1. The unit pressure between the braking surfaces,
2. The coefficient of friction between the brakingsurfaces,
3. The peripheral velocity of the brake drum,
4. The projected area of the friction surfaces, and
5. The ability of the brake to dissipate heat equivalentto the energy being absorbed.

Single Block or Shoe Brake
A single block or shoe brake is shown in Fig. It consists of a block or shoe which is
pressed against the rim of a revolving brake wheel drum. The block is made of a softer
material thanthe rim of the wheel. This type of a brake is commonly used on railway
trains and tram cars. Thefriction between the block and the wheel causes a tangential
braking force to act on the wheel, whichretard the rotation of the wheel. The block is
pressed against the wheel by a force applied to one endof a lever to which the block is
rigidly fixed as shown in Fig. The other end of the lever ispivoted on a fixed fulcrum O.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

P = Force applied at the end of the lever, R
N= Normal force pressing the brake block on the wheel,
r = Radius of the wheel,
2θ = Angle of contact surface of the block,
μ = Coefficient of friction, and
Ft = Tangential braking force or the frictional force acting at the contact surface of
the block and the wheel.

If the angle of contact is less than 60°, then it maybe assumed that the normal pressure
between the block andthe wheel is uniform. In such cases, tangential braking force
on the wheel,
Ft = μ.RN
When the line of action of tangential brakingforce (Ft ) passes through the fulcrum O of
the lever,and the brake wheel rotates clockwise as shown in Fig. then for equilibrium,
taking moments about the fulcrumO, we have

Shoe Brake
We have discussed in the previous article that when the angle of contact is less than 60°,
thenit may be assumed that the normal pressure between the block and the wheel is
uniform. Butwhen the angle of contact is greater than 60°, then the unitpressure normal
to the surface of contact is less at the endsthan at the centre. In such cases, the block or
shoe is pivotedto the lever, as shown in Fig, instead of being rigidlyattached to the
lever. This gives uniform wear of the brakelining in the direction of the applied force.
The braking torquefor a pivoted block or shoe brake (i.e. when 2 θ> 60°) isgiven by
T = F × r = μR r

Double Block or Shoe Brake
When a single block brake is applied to a rolling wheel, an additional load is thrown on
theshaft bearings due to the normal force (RN). This producesbending of the shaft. In
order to overcome this drawback, a doubleblock or shoe brake, as shown in Fig, is used.
It consists oftwo brake blocks applied at the opposite ends of a diameter ofthe wheel
which eliminate or reduces the unbalanced force onthe shaft. The brake is set by a
spring which pulls the upper endsof the brake arms together. When a force P is applied
to the bellcrank lever, the spring is compressed and the brake is released.This type of
brake is often used on electric cranes and the forceP is produced by an electromagnet or
solenoid. When the currentis switched off, there is no force on the bell crank lever and
thebrake is engaged automatically due to the spring force and thusthere will be no
downward movement of the load.In a double block brake, the braking action is
doubledby the use of two blocks and these blocks may be operatedpractically by the
same force which will operate one. In case ofdouble block or shoe brake, the braking
torque is given by
TB = (Ft1 + Ft2) r
whereFt1 and Ft2 are the braking forces on the two blocks.

Simple Band Brake

A band brake consists of a flexible band of leather, one or more ropes,or a steel lined
withfriction material, which embraces a part of the circumference of the drum. A band
brake, as shown inFig, is called a simple band brake in which one end of the band is
attached to a fixed pin orfulcrum of the lever while the other end is attached to the lever
at a distance b from the fulcrum.When a force P is applied to the lever at C, the lever
turns about the fulcrum pin O and tightensthe band on the drum and hence the brakes
are applied. The friction between the band and the drumprovides the braking force. The
force P on the lever at C may be determined as discussed below :
Let T1 = Tension in the tight side of the band,
T2 = Tension in the slack side of the band,
µ= Angle of lap (or embrace) of the band on the drum,
μ = Coefficient of friction between the band and the drum,
r = Radius of the drum,
t = Thickness of the band, and
re= Effective radius of the drum =2+t

Differential Band Brake
In a differential band brake, as shown in Fig, the ends of the band are joined at A andB
to a lever AOC pivoted on a fixed pin or fulcrum O. It may be noted that for the band to
tighten, thelength OA must be greater than the length OB.

The braking torque on the drum may be obtainedin the similar way as discussed in
simple band brake. Nowconsidering the equilibrium of the lever AOC. It may benoted
that when the drum rotates in the clockwise direction,as shown in Fig, the end of the
bandattached to A will be slack with tension T2 and end of theband attached to B will be
tight with tension T1. On theother hand, when the drum rotates in the
anticlockwisedirection, as shown in Fig, the end of the bandattached to A will be tight
with tension T1 and end of theband attached to B will be slack with tension T
2.
Nowtaking moments about the fulcrum O, we have
P.l+ T1.b = T2.a
... (For clockwise rotation of the drum )
orP.l= T2.a – T1.b ... (i)
andP.l+ T2.b = T1.a
... (For anticlockwise rotation of the drum )
orP.l= T1.a – T2.b ... (ii)

Friction in Journal Bearing-Friction Circle
A journal bearing forms a turning pair as shown in Fig. The fixed outer element ofa
turning pair is called a bearing and that portion of the inner element (i.e. shaft) which
fits in thebearing is called a journal. The journal is slightly less in diameter than the
bearing, in order to permitthe free movement of the journal in a bearing.

Flat Pivot Bearing
When a vertical shaft rotates in a flat pivot bearing(known as foot step bearing), as
shown in Fig , thesliding friction will be along the surface of contact betweenthe shaft
and the bearing.
Let W =Load transmitted over the bearing surface,
R =Radius of bearing surface,
p =Intensity of pressure per unit area of bearing
surface between rubbing surfaces, and
μ =Coefficient of friction.
We will consider the following two cases :
1. When there is a uniform pressure ; and
2. When there is a uniform wear.

Flat Collar Bearing

We have already discussed that collar bearings are used to take the axial thrust of the
rotatingshafts. There may be a single collar or multiple collar bearings as shown in Fig,
respectively. The collar bearings are also known as thrust bearings. The friction in the
collar bearingsmay be found as discussed below :

1. Considering uniform pressure

2. Considering unifrom wear

Conical Pivot Bearing
The conical pivot bearing supporting a shaft carrying a load W is shown in Fig. 10.18.
Let Pn= Intensity of pressure normal tothe cone,
α= Semi angle of the cone,
μ = Coefficient of frictionbetween the shaft and the
bearing, and
R = Radius of the shaft.

Trapezoidal or Truncated Conical Pivot Bearing
If the pivot bearing is not conical, but a frustrum of a cone with r1 and r2, the external
andinternal radius respectively

1. Considering uniform pressure

2. Considering uniform wear

Aplications:
Brakes, clutches and bearings are majorly used in automotive, aircraft and marine
applications. In addition, bearings are used in machineries in industries.
MCQ – Post test:
1. Which of the following are functions of bearings?
a) Ensure free rotation of shaft with minimum friction
b) Holding shaft in a correct position
c) Transmit the force of the shaft to the frame
d) All of the listed

2. A_______ bearing supports the load acting along the axis of the shaft.
a) Thrust
b) Radial
c) Longitudinal
d) Transversal
3. Deep groove ball bearings creates a lot of noise.
a) Yes
b) They create very less noise
c) Depends on the application
d) No reference frame for comparison is mentioned
4. Taper rolling bearing supports
a) Axial loads
b) Thrust loads
c) Both axial and thrust loads
d) None of the mentioned
5. Which of the following cannot take radial load?
a) Cylindrical Roller bearing
b) Taper roller bearing
c) Thrust ball bearing
d) None of the listed
6. In the expression of dynamic load capacity P=XVF(r) + YF(a), V stands for ?
a) Race rotation factor
b) Radial factor
c) Thrust factor
d) None of the listed
7. Thick film lubrication describes a phenomenon where two surfaces are _______
separated.
a) Completely
b) Partially
c) Not
d) None of the mentioned
8. Temperature rise in partial bearing is ____ than full bearing.
a) Lesser
b) Greater

c) Equal
d) Undeterminable
9. The velocity ratio of two pulleys connected by an open belt or crossed belt is
a) directly proportional to their diameters
b) inversely proportional to their diameters
c) directly proportional to the square of their diameters
d) inversely proportional to the square of their diameters
10. V-belts are usually used for
a) long drives
b) short drives
c) long and short drives
d) none of the mentioned
11. What is the purpose of using steel chains?
a) To avoid slipping
b) To avoid friction
c) To avoid accelerated motion
d) To avoid jerks
12. Which one of the following is a positive drive?
a) Crossed flat belt drive
b) Rope drive
c) V-belt drive
d) Chain drive
13. The chain drive transmits ____________ power as compared to belt drive.
a) more
b) less
c) equal
d) none of the mentioned
14. The toothed wheels in chain drives are known as ______
a) Sprockets
b) Sprockers
c) V-belt
d) V- chain
15. Which of the following chains fall under the category of hoisting and hauling
chains?

a) Chain with oval links
b) Closed joint chain
c) Detachable chain
d) Block chain
16. The disadvantages of the V-belt drive over flat belt drive are
a) The V-belt drive cannot be used with large centre distances.
b) The V-belts are not so durable as flat belts.
c) The construction of pulleys for V-belts is more complicated than pulleys for flat belts.
d) all of the mentioned
17. In order to have smooth operation, the minimum number of teeth on the smaller
sprocket, for moderate speeds, should be
a) 15
b) 17
c) 21
d) 25
18. The following is not a Friction clutch
(A) Fluid clutch
(B) Centrifugal clutch
(C) Cone clutch
(D) Disc clutch
19. If number of contacting surfaces are 5, then number of disks required in multi disk
clutch are?
a) 4
b) 5
c) 6
d) Can’t be determined
20. Multi disk clutches are dry clutches.
a) Plasma clutches
b) Wet clutches
c) Yes
d) Depends on the lubrication used
21. The coefficient of friction is high in multi disk plate clutch.
a) Yes
b) Coefficient of friction is less

c) Coeffficient of friction is high
d) None of the listed
22. A cone clutch consists of inner conical surface and outer cylindrical surface.
a) Both cylindrical
b) Both conical
c) Outer conical and inner cylindrical
d) True
23. The torque transmitting capacity of cone clutch increases as its semi vertical angle
increase.
a) True
b) Decreases
c) Remains constant
d) None of the listed
24. The energy absorb by brake is always kinetic.
a) No, potential
b) Kinetic or potential
c) Potential
d) Strain Energy
25. Pneumatic brakes are same as electrical brakes.
a) Yes both are concerned with electricity
b) No, one deals with pressure and other with electricity
c) Yes both deals with pressure
d) None of the listed
26. An automobile brake is only used to reduce the speed or bring the vehicle to hault.
a) Yes
b) No, it also be used to hold the car
c) Brake acts only on moving vehicles
d) None of the mentioned
27. The coefficient of friction in internally expanding brakes is constant.
a) True
b) No, it varies with increase in speed linearly
c) It decreases with increase in speed linearly
d) None of the listed
28. Heat dissipating capacity of internally expanding brakes is a problem.
a) True
b) No

c) There is no heat generated
d) Heat is convected away on its own
29. In both simple band brake and differential band brake, at least one end of the band
passes through fulcrum.
a) Both the ends
b) Neither end
c) One end
d) None of the listed
30. Band brake has complex construction with large number of parts.
a) Yes
b) It has simple construction
c) It has simple constructions but large number of parts
d) It has complicated construction but small number of parts
31. Band brakes require _____ maintenance.
a) Little
b) Zero
c) Much
d) None of the listed
32. Loss of torque transmitting capacity at high temperatures is called
a) Fading
b) Rolling
c) Drifting
d) Planking

Conclusion
Power transmission is an important task in machineries and automotive sector. Though
there are several ways for power transmission, belt drives are primarily intended for
drives with shafts at a larger distance. Clutches and brakes are majorly applied in
automobiles for power transmission and bearings are supporting members in all
machineries during power transmission.
Demo Videos
1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nMsB6Soz4Hc
2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HY_PjmHRxuE
3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cyUk7YJDslU

4. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mybf-XCA4H4
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Assignment

1. Two pulleys, one 450 mm diameter and the other 200 mm diameter are on
parallel shafts 1.95 m apart and are connected by a crossed belt. Find the length
of the belt required and the angle of contact between the belt and each pulley.
What power can be transmitted by the belt when the larger pulley rotates at 200
rev/min, if the maximum permissible tension in the belt is 1 kN, and the
coefficient of friction between the belt and pulley is 0.25 ?
2. A dry single plate clutch is to be designed for an automotive vehicle whose
engine is rated to give 100 kW at 2400 r.p.m. and maximum torque 500 N-m. The
outer radius of friction plate is 25% more than the inner radius. The intensity of
pressure between the plate is not to exceed 0.07 N/mm2. The coefficient of
friction may be assumed equal to 0.3. The helical springs required by this clutch
to provide axial force necessary to engage the clutch are eight. If each spring has
stiffness equal to 40 N /mm, determine the initial compression in the springs and
dimensions of the friction plate.

3. A simple band brake operates on a drum of 600 mm in diameter that isrunning at

200 r.p.m. The coefficient of friction is 0.25. The brake band has a contact of 270°,
oneend is fastened to a fixed pin and the other end to the brake arm 125 mm
from the fixed pin. Thestraight brake arm is 750 mm long and placed
perpendicular to the diameter that bisects the angle ofcontact.1. What is the pull
necessary on the end of the brakearm to stop the wheel if 35 kW is being
absorbed ? What is thedirection for this minimum pull ?2. What width of steel
band of 2.5 mm thick is requiredfor this brake if the maximum tensile stress is
not to exceed50 N/mm2 ?

